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In this paper we present a polynomial-time algonthm to solve the following
problem given a non-zero polynomial / eQ[X] m one variable with rational
coefficients, find the decomposition of / into irreducible factors m Q[X] It is well
known that this is eqmvalent to factormg primitive polynomials /eZ[X] into
irreducible factors m TL\X~\ Here we call /eZrjf] primitive if the greatest common
divisor of its coefficients (the content of / ) is l
Our algonthm performs well m practice, cf [8] Its running time, measured m
bit operations, is 0(«124 n9(log|/|)3) Here /e2£pf] is the polynomial to be
factored, n = deg(/) is the degree of /, and
=(Σ«, 2 Υ / 2
V l l
for a polynomial £ α,Κ1 with real coefficients a,
I
An outline of the algonthm is äs follows First we find, for a suitable small
pnme number p, a p-adic irreducible factor h of /, to a certain precision This is
done with Berlekamp's algonthm for factormg polynomials over small fimte fields,
combmed with Heiisel's lemma Ntxt we look for the irreducible factor h0 of / m
TL\X~\ that is divisible by h The condition that h0 is divisible by h means that h0
belongs to a cerlain lattice, and the condition that h0 divides / imphes that the
coefficients of h0 are relatively small It follows that we must look for a "small"
element in that lattice, and this is done by means of a basis reduction algonthm It
turns out that this enables us to determme h0 The algonthm is repeated until all
irreducible factors of / have been found
The basis reduction algonthm that we employ is new, and it is described and
analysed in Sect l It improves the algonthm given in a prelimmary Version of [9,
Sect 3] At the end of Sect l we bnefly mention two applications of the new
algonthm to diophantme approxmiation
The connection between factors of / and reduced bases of a lattice is treated in
detail m Sect 2 The theory presented here extends a lesult appeanng m [8,
Theorem 2] It should be remarked that the latter result, which is simpler to prove,
would m principle have sufficed for our purpose
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Section 3, fmally, contams the descnption and the analysis of our algonthra for
factormg polynomials
It may be expected that other irreducibihly tests and factormg methods that
depend on diophantme approximaüon (Cantor [3], Ferguson and Forcade [5],
Brentjes [2, Sect 4A], and Zassenhaus [16]) can also be made mto polynomial-
time algonthms with the help of the basis reduction algonthm presented m Sect l
Splitting an arbitrary non-zero polynomial /eZ[X"] mto its content and its
primitive pari, we deduce from our main result that the problem of factormg such a
polynomial is polynormal-time reducible to the problem of factormg positive
mtegers The same fact was proved by Adleman and Odlyzko [1] under the
assumption of several deep and unproved hypotheses from number theory
The generahzation of our result to algebraic number fields and to polynomials
in several variables is the subject of future pubhcations
1. Reduced Bases for Lattices
Let n be a positive integer A subset L of the n-dimensional real vector space R" is
called a lattice if there exists a basis b t , b2, ,b„ of R" such that
In this Situation we say that b t , f>2, , b„ form a basis for L, or that they ipan L We
call n the rank of L The determmant d(L) of L is defmed by
(11) d(L) = |det(&1,fe2, ,b„)\,
the bt bemg wntten äs column vectors This is a positive real number that does not
depend on the choice of the basis [4, Sect I 2]
Let bvb2, ,fc„eR" be hnearly mdependent We recall the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonahzation process The vectors b* (l ^ ι 5Ξ n) and the real numbers μ
ι
 (l g j
i^n) are mductively defmed by
(12) b*=b- ,Α*'
J=l
(13)
 Ν
 = (^Λ*)/(^*Α*),
where (,) denotes the ordmary inner product on R" Notice that b* is the
' - i ' , - 1
projecüon of bl on the orthogonal complement of Σ ^bj, and that Σ K^j
[ _ i ,=i J=1
- Σ
 R b
*> f o r ! = ! = n I l ; f ° l l o w s that bf, b | , ,fe* is an orthogonal basis of R"j - 1
In this paper, we call a basis b l 5 b 2 , ,b„ for a lattice L reduced if
(14) l/uJ^l/2 for l ^ / < i g
n
and
(15) Ι ^ + μ,,-Λ*-ιΙ2^|Ι&Γ-ιΙ2 for
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where 1 1 denotes the ordinary Euclidean length. Notice that the vectors b*
+ μ
ΙΙ
_1£Ι*-ι and b*_i appearing in (1.5) are the projections of bl and bl_i on the
—
l  2
orthogonal complement of Σ W}}. The constant f in (1.5) is arbitrarily chosen,
J=l
and may be replaced by any fixed real number y with
(1.6) Proposition. Let b1,b2, ...,b„be a reduced basis for a lattice L in IR", and let
&*,&*> •••>b% be defined äs above. Then we have
(1.7) l fe /^2 ' - 1 ·^* 2 jor l^j^i^n,
(1.8)
(1.9) I f r j l ^ " ' 1 ' ' 4 · ^ ) 1 ' " ·
Remark. If f m (1.5) is replaced by y, with | < j>< l, then the powers of 2 appearing
in (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) must be replaced by the same powers of 4/(4y-1).
Remark. From (1.8) we see that a reduced basis is also reduced m the sense of [9,
(7)].
Proof of (1.6). From (1.5) and (1.4) we see that
for l<ii^n, so by inducüon
\b*\2 =
From (1.2) and (1.4) we now obtain
|2^2'-;.|fc*|2 for l^j^i^
J = l
It follows that
for l^j^i^n. This proves (1.7).
From (1.1), (1.2) it follows that
and therefore, since the b* are pairwise orthogonal
)= Π \bf
From \b*\ ^ |b,| and |b, ^ 2 ( l" 1 ) / 2 · |bf| we now obtain (1.8). Putting ; = l in (1.7) and
taking the product over i = l,2, ...,n we find (1.9). This proves (1.6).
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Remark. Notice that the proof of the inequality
(1.10) d(L)£ Π IM
1 = 1
did not require the basis to be reduced. This is Hadamard's inequality.
(1.11) Proposition. Let LclR" be a lattice with reduced basis bl,b2,...,b^ Then
|fc1 |2^2"-1-|x|2
for every xeL, χφΟ.
n n
Proof. Write x = £ r,fo,= £ r(b* with r.eZ, rJelR ( l ^ i g n ) . If i is the lareest
1= l (= l
mdex with r, + 0 then rj = ri; so
By (1.7), we have \b1\2^2^1-\bf\2^2"~l-\b*\2. This proves (1.11).
(1.12) Proposition. Let LclR" be a lattice with reduced basis bl,b2,...,b Let χ
x2, ...,xteL be linearly independent. Then we have
for j=l,2,...,t.
n
Proof. Write
 Xj= £ rljbl with rtJeZ ( l ^ i g n ) for l ^ j ^ t . For fixed j , let i
denote the largest i for which r;j=|=0. Then we have, by the proof of (1.11)
(1.13) l*/^*/
for I g j ^ t . Renumber the x} such that i(l)^i(2)g...^i(t). We claim that j g i
for l :£jS;f· If not, then x^x^ ...,x} would all belong to TRb1 +Rb2+ ... +IRb ~ a
contradiction with the linear independence of x1,x2, ...,xt. From j^i(j) and (11)
we obtain, using (1.13):
for 7 = 1,2,.., t. This proves (1.12).
Remark. Let A^l^ . . , !„ denote the successive minima of | 2 on L, see [4, Chap
VIII], and let bl,b2,...,b„ be a reduced basis for L. Then (1.7) and (1.12) easily
imply that
ι
\2^2η-1λ
ι
 for Igi^n,
so |£>, 2 is a reasonable approximation of /l,.
(1.14) Remark. Notice that the number 2" ' 1 may in (1.11) be replaced by
max{\b1\2/\bf\2:l^i^n} and m (1.12) by max{|fc//|fc*|2: l^j^i
(1.15) We shall now describe an algorithm that transforms a given basis
b1,b2,...,b„ for a lattice L into a reduced one. The algonthro improves the
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algorithm given in a preliminary Version of [9, Sect. 3]. Our description
incorporates an additional improvement due to J. J. M. Cuppen, reducing our
running time estimates by a factor n.
To initialize the algorithm we compute b* (l :£ i 5Ξ «) and μ1} (l^j<i^n) using
(1.2) and (1.3). In the course of the algorithm the vectors b1,b2,...,bn will be
changed several times, but always in such a way that they form a basis for L. After
every change of the bt we shall update the b* and μ1} in such a way that (1.2) and
(1.3) remain valid.
At each step of the algorithm we shall have a current subscript
ke{l, 2,. . . ,«+!}. Webegin with fe = 2.
We shall now iterate a sequence of Steps that Starts from, and returns to, a
Situation in which the following conditions are satisfied :
(1.16) l/iyl^i for l£j<i<k,
(1.17) Ι&,* + /ί
ΙΙ
-Α*-ιΙ
2
^ΙΙί>; ι'-ιΙ2 for K i < f c .
These conditions are trivially satisfied if k = 2.
In the above Situation one proceeds äs follows. If k = n + l then the basis is
reduced, and the algorithm termmates. Suppose now that k^n. Then we ürst
achieve that
(1.18) I f t . - i l ^ i if k>l.
If this does not hold, let r be the integer nearest to μ/(κ^1, and replace bk by bk
-rb^-L· The numbers μ^ with ; < f c - l are then replaced by Hkj — rpk_if and
/";< k- 1 ^  h k- 1 ~ r- The other μ1} and all b* are unchanged. After this change (1.18)
holds.
Next we disünguish two cases.
Case L Suppose that /cS:2 and
(1-19) l&**+^-A*-il2<!l&?-il2.
Then we interchange bk,1 and bk, and we leave the other b, unchanged. The
vectors b*^l and b% and the numbers μ^_1 ; Λ _ υ , ^ , ^ , ^ , μΛ, for ;</<- l and
for i > /c, have now to be replaced. This is done by formulae that we give below. The
most important one of these changes is that fr;*_ 1 is replaced by b%+μkk_ίbk
:
_1;so
the new value of \b%_ J 2 is less than | iimes the old one. These changes being made,
we replace k by k- 1. Then we are m the Situation described by (1.16) and (1.17),
and we proceed with the algorithm from there.
Case 2. Suppose that fc=l or
Π 201 \h*-\-n h* \2>2-\h* l2
V 1 · ^ - 1 \°k ^rkk-l°k-l\ =4\°k-ll ·
In this case we first achieve that
(1.21) K|^i for 1^
[For j = k- l this is already true, by (1.18).] If (1.21) does not hold, let / be the
largest index <k with |μ
Η
| >^, let r be the integer nearest to μ
Μ
, and replace bk by
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bk — rbl. The numbers μ^ with / < / are then replaced by μ^ — γμ1ρ and μΜ by ßkl—r;
the other μ and all b* are unchanged. This is repeated until (1.21) holds.
Next we replace k by k+ i. Then we are in the Situation described by (1.16) and
(1.17), and we proceed with the algorithm from there.
Notice that in the case k = l we have done no more than replacing k by 2.
This finishes the description of the algorithm. Below we shall prove that the
algorithm terminates.
(1.22) For the sake of completeness we now give the formulae that are needed in
case 1. Let b1,b2, •••,b„ be the current basis and b*, μι} äs in (1.2) and (1.3). Let k be
the current subscript for which (1.16), (1.17), (1.18), and (1.19) hold. By c„ c*, and vl}
we denote the vectors and numbers that will replace bv b*, and μ1}, respectively.
The new basis c 1 ; c 2 , ···,€„ is given by
ck^1=bk, ck = bk^i, cl = bl for z > k - l , k .
k-2
Since c£_
 ί
 is the projection of bk on the orthogonal complement of ]T Rfc we
J=l
have, äs announced:
[cf. the remark after (1.5)]. To obtain c$ we must project bf^1 on the orthogonal
complement of IRc^Lj. That leads to
- i
For i Φ k— l, k we have c* = b*. Let now ι > k. To find v,
 k_ 1 and vlk we substitute
l2'»./·*
ι - 1
in bt = b* + Σ V^ip*· That yields
J=l
Finally, we have
for l ^ j < k - l , and ν^ = μ,7 if l ^ ; < i ^ n , {ij}n{fc-l, k} = 0.
We remark that after the initialization stage of the algorithm it is not necessary
to keep track of the vectors b*. It suffices to keep track of the numbers \b*\2, in
addition to μ
ί} and the vectors bt. Notice that |c^|2 = |6^_1|2-|^|2/|cf_1|2 m the
above, and that the left hand side of (1.19), (1.20) equals |ο*
The entire algorithm is represented in Fig. l, in which ß ^ l
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b* ^bf-μ,ρ*
ß, = (&*,&*)
k — ?
(1) perform (*) for l = k— l ,
if Bfc<Ü-/i i t_i)B t-i , goto (2),
perform (*) for / = k — 2, k— 3, , l ,
if k = ij, termmate,
k = k + l ,
goto(l) ,
(2) μ = μtk-ί,B = Βι< + μ2Β^1, μΙίί_ι = μΒΙι_ί/Β,
Bk = Bk_1Bk/B,B,_l =B,
/fc„-i\ / b,
bt
for i = l,2, , n,
Α-
Ι μ«-Λ/0 ι"ι t - l
μ,/,
if fc>2, then k = k - l ,
go to (1)
(*) If |/ij>2, then
r = integer nearest to μ
α
, bk =bt — ib,,
for 7 = 1,2, , k - 2 ,
;
"~M for ( = k + l , k + 2, ,n,
Fig. 1. The reduction algonthm
(1.23) To prove that the algonthm termmates we mtroduce the quantities
(1.24) dt = aet((bfbi))1Sj.lSl
for Ο^ί^η. It is easily checked that
(1.25) d=f{ \b*\2
J=l
for Ο^ιίΞ«. Hence the d, are positive real numbers Noüce that d0 = l and d„
= d(L)2. Put
n-l
By (l 25), the number D only changes if some b* is changed, which only occurs in
case l In case l, the number dk_ 1 is reduced by a factor < | , by (l 25), whereas the
other d, are unchanged, by (1.24); hence D is reduced by a factor < | Below we
prove that there is a positive lower bound for </, that only depends on L. It follows
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that there is also a positive lower bound for D, and hence an upper bound for the
number of times that we pass through case l
In case l, the value of k is decreased by l, and m case 2 it is increased by l
Initially we have k = 2, and /ciSw + l throughout the algonthm Therefore the
number of times that we pass through case 2 is at most n - 1 more than the number
of ümes that we pass through case l, and consequently it is bounded This imphes
that the algonthm termmates
To prove that rf, has a lower bound we put
m(L) = mm{|x|2 xeL,x*Q}
This is a positive real number For i>0, we can Interpret dl äs the square of the
determmant of the lattice of rank ι spanned by bi,b2, ,bt m the vector space
l
£ IRfr By [4, Chap I, Lemma 4 and Chap II, Theorem I], this lattice contams a
non-zero vector χ with |χ|2^(4/3)(Ι"1)/2ίί
Ι
1/Ι
 Therefore d,^^)1^^2m(L)1, äs
required
We shall now analyse the runnmg time of the algonthm under the added
hypothesis that bteZ" for IrSirgn By an anthmetic Operation we mean an
addition, subtraction, multiphcation or division of two mtegers Let the binary
length of an integer α be the number of binary digits of \a\
(l 26) Proposition. Let LcZ" be a lattice with basis bt,b2, ,b„, and let J3eIR,
B3;2, be such that |ö,|2:S.B for l ί£ί5Ξ« Then the number of anthmetic operations
needed by the basis reduction algonthm descnbed m (l 15) is 0(«4log-B), and the
mtegers on which these operations are performed each have binary lengih O(nlogB)
Remark Usmg the classical algonthms for the anthmetic operations we find that
the number of bit operations needed by the basis reduction algonthm is
0(«6(log5)3) This can be reduced to 0(w5 + E(logJ3)2 + E), for every e>0, if we employ
fast multiphcation techmques
Proof of (l 26) We first estimate the number of times that we pass through cases l
and 2 In the begmmng of the algonthm we have d^B\ by (l 25), so D^Bn(n'1)/2
Throughout the algonthm we have D ^ l , smce rf.eZ by (l 24) and dt>0 by (l 25)
So by the argument m (Ί 23) the number of times that we pass through case l is
0(n2logß), and the same apphes to case 2
The initiahzation of the algonthm takes O(n3) anthmetic operations with
rational numbers, below we shall see how they can be replaced by operations with
mtegers
For (l 18) we need 0(ri) anthmetic operations, and this is also true for case l In
case 2 we have to deal with 0(n) values of l, that each require O(n) anthmetic
operations Smce we pass through these cases 0(n2 log/?) times we arnve at a total
of 0(«4logß) anthmetic operations
In order to represent all numbers that appear m the course of the algonthm by
means of mtegers we also keep track of the numbers dl defmed by (l 24) In the
initiahzation stage these can be calculated by (l 25) After that, they are only
changed in case l In that case, dk^1 is replaced by dk^l \c*-i\2/\b*^l\2 = dk_2
\ck-i\2 Eln t n e notation of (l 22)] whereas the other d, are unchanged By (l 24),
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the d, are integers, and we shall now see that they can be used äs denominators for
all numbers that appear :
(1.27) \b
(1.28) d
(1.29)
i-l
The first of these follows from (1.25). For the second, we write b* = bt- Σ
.— ι
with A(JeR Solving Λι>···>Λ.-ι from the system
J=l
and usmg (1.24) we find that d^^eZ, whence (1.28). Notice that the same
argument yields
for
 ^
k >
this is useful for the calculation of b% at the beginning of the algorithm. To prove
(1.29) we use (1.3), (1.27), and (1.28):
djil} = rf/fe„ &;)/(&;, fej·) = d, _ A » b*) = (bp d, _!*>,*)£ z .
To finish the proof of (1.26) we estimate all integers that appear. Since no äl is
ever increased we have d^B1 throughout the algorithm. This estimates the
denominators. To estimate the numerators it suffices to find upper bounds for
\bf 2, |fc,|2, and |/i |.
At the beginning we have \b*\2^\bt\2^B, and max{\b*\2 : ί^ί^η} is non-
increasing; to see this, use that \ο*_^2<^ I ^ J 2 and Icjf l^lb^J 2 in (1.22), the
latter inequality because c% is a projection of b%_
v
 Hence we have \b*\2^B
throughout the algorithm.
To deal with |bj 2 and μ1} we first prove that every time we arrive at the
Situation described by (1.161 and (1.17) the following inequalities are satisfied:
(1.30) \bt\2^nB for i Φ k,
(1.31) \bk\2^n2(4B)n if Α φ π + 1 ,
(1.32) \μ
υ
\^ for l^;<i, i<k,
(1.33) |/iJg(nB01 / 2 for l
(1.34) |^ |^2"-*(ηΒ"- 1 ) 1 ' 2 for 1^/<λ, if
Here (1.30), for i<k, is trivial from (1.32), and (1.31) follows from (1.34). Using that
(1-35) W - i l
we see that (1.33) follows from (1.30), and (1.32) is the same äs (l 16). It remains to
prove (1.30) for i>k and to prove (1.34). At the beginning of the algorithm we even
have \b,\2^B and μ^Β·1, by (1.35), so it suffices to consider the Situation at the
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end of cases l and 2 Taking into account that k changes m these cases, we see that
in case l the set of vectors {b, i=t=fc) is unchanged, and that in case 2 the set
{bt i>k} is replaced by a subset Hence the mequalities (l 30) are preserved At
the end of case 2, the new values for μ^ (if k φ n + 1) are the old values of μk + 1 f so
here (l 34) follows from the inequality (l 33) at the previous stage To prove (l 34)
at the end of case l we assume that it is valid at the previous stage, and we follow
what happens to μ^ Το achieve (l 18) it is, for j<fc— l, replaced by μ^ — τμ
ίί
_
ί],
with | r | < 2 K / c ^ 1 | and L U ^ | ^ i so
(136) ^ - ^ ^ ^
g2"-"+1(nß"'-1)1/2 by (134)
In the notation of (l 22) we therefore have
(k
-
1\nBn-1)1/2 for
and smce k— l is the new value for k this is exactly the inequality (l 34) to be
proved
Fmally, we have to estimate ]bj2 and μ at the other pomts in the algonthm
For this it suffices to remark that the maximum of \μ^\, |μ,
ι2|, , \ßkk-i\ l s a t niost
doubled when (l 18) is achieved, by (l 36), and that the same thmg happens m
case 2 for at most k—l values of l Combinmg this with (l 34) and (l 33) we
conclude that throughout the course of the algonthm we have
\μ1]\^2
η
~
1(ηΒη-ί)ί·12 for l^j<i^n
and therefore
for I g i ^ n
This fmishes the proof of (l 26)
(l 37) Remark Let l ^ n' g n If k, m the Situation described by (l 16) and (l 17), is
for the first time equal to n' + 1, then the first n' vectors b±, b2, , bn form a reduced
basis for the lattice of rank n' spanned by the first n' vectors of the mitially given
basis This will be useful m Sect 3
(l 38) Remark It is easily venfied that, apart from some minor changes, the
analysis of our algonthm remams valid if the condition L c 2 " is replaced by the
condition that (x, y)eZ for all x,yeL, or, equivalently, that (bt, fo^eZ for l ^ i,j <I n
The weaker condition that (fe(, &;)eQ, for Irgi, j:g«, is also sufficient, but in this
case we should clear denommators before applymg (l 26)
We close this section with two applications of our reduction algonthm The
first is to simultaneous diophantme approximation Let n be a positive integer,
als<y2, , ocn real numbers, andselR, O < F <1 It is a classical theorem [4, Sect V 10]
that there exist mtegers p1,p2, ,P„, q satisfymg
|p, — qat\ ^ P for l ίΞ ι ^  n ,
We show that there exists a polynomial-time algonthm to find mtegers that satisfy
a shghtly weaker condition
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(l 39) Proposition. There exists a polynomial-time algonthm that, given a positive
integer n and rational numbers ct.1, oc2, ,a„, ε satisfymg 0 < ε < 1 , fmds integer s plt
P '2> ' P n> 1 for which
\pl — qoil\^e for l<j i :gn,
Proof Let L be the lattice of rank n + 1 spanned by the columns of the
(n + 1) x (n + l)-matnx
1 0 Ο - α
0 l
ο ο
ο ο
ο
1
ο
- α ,
The inner product of any two columns is rational, so by (l 38) there is a
polynomial-time algonthm to find a reduced basis b
v
, b2, ,bn+1 for L By (l 9)
we then have
Smce b1eL, we can wnte
follows that
Ι - q a ^ f c for
with
From ε<1 and bl φ Ο we see that q φ 0 Replacing b1 by — fe1; if necessary, we can
achieve that q > 0
This proves (l 39)
Another application of our reduction algonthm is to the problem of findmg
Q-lmear relations among given real numbers 04, a2, ,a„ For this we take the
lattice L to be Z", embedded m R" + 1 by
ϊϊ
m 1,m 2, ,m,„c £ m,«!
i - l
here c is a large constant and a', is a good rational approximation to oc, The first
basis vector of a reduced basis of L will give iise to mtegers m1; m2, , m„ that are
n
not too laige such that £ m,«, is very small
1 = 1
Applymg this to a.t = a
l
~
:
 we see that our algonthm can be used to test a given
real number α for algebraicity, and to determme its irreducible polynomial Taking
for α a zero of a polynomial /eZpf] , /ΦΟ, and generalizmg the algonthm to
complex a, one fmds m this way an irreducible factor of / m TL\X~\ It is hkely that
this yields actually a polynomial-time algonthm to factor / m Q[X], an algonthm
that is different from the p-adic method described in Sect 3
In a similar way we can test given real numbers a, ß, y, for algebraic
dependence, taking the a, to be the monomials m α, β, γ, up to a given degree
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2. Factors and Lattices
In this section we denote by p a pnme number and by k a positive integer
We wnte E/pkZ for the ring of integers modulo pk, and Wp for the field
TL/pTL For g=^alX
l
eTL\X~\ we denote by (gmodpk) the polynomial
We fix a polynomial /eZ[X] of degree n, with n>0, and a polynomial heJ\X'\
that has the following properties
(21) h has leading coefficient l ,
(22) (fcmodp*) divides (fmodpk) m
(23) (fomodp) is irreducible in Fp[.X"],
(24) (/zmodp)2 does not divide (/modp) m
We put / = deg(/i), so 0</<;n
(2 5) Proposition. 77ie polynormal f has an irreducible factor h0 in TL\X~\ for which
(/i modp) divides (/i0modp), and this factor is umquely deterrmned up to sign
Further, if g divides f m Ζ[ΧΊ, then the following three assertions are equivalent
(i) (hmodp) divides (gmodp) in F p pf],
(n) (hmodpk) divides (gmodp") m (Ζ/
(m) h0 divides g m Έ\_Χ~\
In particular (hmodpk) divides (h0modph) m
Proof The existence of h0 follows from (2 2) and (2 3), and the umqueness, up to
+ 1, from (24) The imphcations (n) => (i) and (in) => (i) are obvious Now
assume (i), we prove (m) and (u) From (i) and (2 4) it follows that (hmodp) does
not divide (//gmodp) in F p [Z] Therefore h0 does not divide f/g in Z[X], so it
must divide g This proves (in) By (2 3) the polynomials (hmodp) and (//gmodp)
are relatively pnme in FppT], so in F ^ ^ ] we have
(I1modp) (/^modp) + (μ1modp)
for certam λ
ί
,μ1εΈ[Χ^\ Therefore λ1h + μlf/g = l—pvί for some
Multiplying this by l +pvl +p
2
vj+ +pk~iv\~i and by g we obtain
for certam λ2, μ 2 ε Ζ ρ ί ] Since the left hand side, when taken modulo pk, is divisible
by (hmodpk), the same is true for the right hand side This proves (u)
The final assertion of (2 5) follows if we take g = h0 This proves (2 5)
(2 6) In the remamder of this section we fix an integer m with m ^  I, and we let L be
the collection of all polynomials in Έ[Χ~\ of degree :Sm that, when taken modulo pk,
are divisible by (hmodpk) m (7L/pkTL)[X~\ This is a subset of the (m+ l)-dimensional
real vector space R + R J i ' + + R J i r a This vector space is identified with ]Rm+1
by identifymg £ α,Χ1 with (α0,α1 ; , a j Notice that the length
i - O
α,Χ of a
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polynomial, äs defmed m the mtroduction, is equal to the ordmary Euclidean
length of (a0, a1; , am) It is easy to see that L is a lattice in Rm+ 1 and, usmg (2 1),
that a basis of L is given by
{pkXl Q^i<l}v{hXJ Q^j^m-l}
From (l 1) it follows that d(L) = pkl
In the followmg proposition h0 is äs m (2 5)
(27) Proposition. Let beL satisfy
(28) ρ " > | / Γ I&|B
TTien b is dimsible by h0 m TL\X\ and in particular gcd(/, ί>)φ!
Remark A weaker version of (2 7), which could also be used to obtam a
polynomial-time factormg algonthm for polynomials, asserts that
under the same condiüons The proof of this version is less complicated than the
proof given below, see [8, Theorem 2]
Proof of (2 7) We may assume that b + 0 Let g = gcd(f,b) By (2 5) it suffices to
show that (hmodp) divides (gmodp) Suppose that this is not the case Then by
(2 3) we have
(29) Α3/ί + μ 3 0 τ=1-ρν 3
for certam A3, μ3, v3eZ[X] We shall denve a contradicüon from this
Put e = deg(g) and m' = deg(fc) Clearly Ο 5Ξ e g m' i£ m We define
A, με Z[X], deg(A) < m' - e, deg(μ) < n - e]
+ +
Let M' be the projection of M on
Suppose that λf + μb projects to 0 m M', with λ, μ äs in the defmition of M Then
deg(A/ + μ5)<e, bat 0 divides λf + μb, so λf + μb = 0 From l (//0)=-μ (%)
and gcd(f/g,b/g) = l it follows that //g divides μ But d e g ^ ) < n - e = deg(//gi), so
μ = 0, and thereiore also /l = 0
This proves that the projections of
(Xlf Q^i<m
on M' are linearly independent Smce these projections spanM', it follows that M'
is a lattice of rank n + m' — 2e From Hadamard's mequahty (l 10) and (28) we
obtam
(210) 4 Μ ' ) ^ | / Γ ^ |&Γ~β^|/Γ ΙίΊ"<ρ"
Below we deduce from (2 9) that
(211) {veM deg
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Hence, if we choose a basis b
e
,b
e+1, ,bn + m _ e_ 1 of M' with deg(b})=j, see [4,
Chap I, Theorem I A], then the leadmg coefficients of b
e
,b
e+1, ,be + l_1 are
divisible by pk [Notice that e + l—l^n + m' — e—l because g divides b and
(hmodp) divides (f/gmodp) ] Smce d(M') equals the absolute value of the product
of the leadmg coefficients of b
e
,b
e+l, ,b„+m^e^1 we find that d(M')?tpkl
Combmed with (2 10) this is the desired contradiction
To prove (2 11), let veM, deg(v)<e + l Then g divides v Multiplymg (29) by
v/g and by 1 + ρ ν 3 + ρ
2
ν
2
 + +pk~ivk3~
i
 we obtain
(2 12) A4/i + μ4ν = v/g modpkZ[X']
with A4, μ 4 ε Ζ ρ ί ] From veM and beL it follows that (vmodp4) is divisible by
(hmodp'') So by (2 12) also (v/gmodp4) is divisible by (hmodpk) But (hmodpk) is
of degree I with leadmg coefficient l, while (v/gmodp'£) has degree <e + l — e = l
Therefore v/g=Qmodpk'l[X'], so also v = QmodpkZ[X] This proves (2 11)
This concludes the proof of (2 7)
(2 13) Proposition. Let p, k, f,n,h,l be äs at the begmning of this section, h0 äs m
(2 5), and m, L äs in (2 6) Suppose that bt,b2, ,bm+1 is a reduced basis for L (see
(l 4) and (l 5)), and that
(214) pkl>2m"/2(2m]2\f\m + n
\m]
Then we have deg(/i0):gm if and only ij
(215) |bil<(pw/l/r)1/n
Proof The "if'-part is immediate from (2 7), smce deg(bj)^m To prove the "only
/2m\1/2
if'-part, assume that deg(h0)^m Then h0eL by (25), and |/i0|<; | / | by a
result of Mignotte [10, cf 7, Exercise 462 20] Applymg (l 11) to x = h0 we find
/2mV'2
that |b1 |^2m/2 |/J0|^2m/z | / | By (214) this imphes (215) This proves
(213)
(2 16) Proposition. Let the notation and the hypotheses be the same äs m (2 13), and
assume m addition that there exists an mdexje{l,2, ,m+l} for which
(217) \bj\ <(pul\j Γ)1'"
Let t be the largest such j Then we have
deg(/lo) = m + l ~ t ,
and (2 17) holds for all j with i^j^t
Proof Let J={/e{l,2, ,m+l} (217) holds} From (27) we know that h0
divides b} for every j e J Hence if we put
bj J£J})
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then h0 divides h1 Fach bf]eJ, is divisible by h1 and has degree :gm, so belongs to
Z / i j+Z htX + + Z hiXm~aes(hi'>
Smce the b} are Imearly mdependent this implies that
(218)
By the result of Mignotte used in the proof of (213) we have \h0X'\ = \h0
/2m\1/2
< lfl for all i^O For z = 0,1, ,m-deg(/z0) we have hJCleL, so from
\ m /
(l 12) we obtam
2 /2m\1/2
\m l
for l <^j<Lm + l-deg(h0) By (2 14), this imphes that
(219) {1,2, , /n+l-deg(Ä0)}cJ
From (2 18), (2 19) and the fact that h0 divides h1 we now see that equahty must
hold m (2 18) and (2 19), and that
It remams to prove that h0 is equal to hv up to sign, and for this it suffices to check
that hi is primitive Choose je J, and let d} be the content of b} Then foy^ is
divisible by h0, and h0eL, so b}/d}BL But &; belongs to a basis for L, so d,= l and
fo is primitive, and the same is true for the factor h1 ofbj This fimshes the proof of
(2 16)
Remark If i = l then we see from (2 16) that i>t is an irreducible factor of / and
that no gcd computation is necessary
Remark From the proofs of (2 13) and (2 16) we see that (2 14) may be replaced by
pkl>ß'Y\f\m,
max{|bj|/|bf| l ^ j g i ^ m + l } [cf (l 14)] and where y is such that \g\^
factor g of / in Z[X~] with deg(g()^mfor every
3. Description of the Algorithm
Denote by / a primitive polynomial in Z[X] of degree n, with n>0 In this section
we descnbe an algonthm that factors / mto irreducible factors in TL\_X~\ We begm
with two auxihary algonthms
(3 1) Suppose that, in addition to / and n, a pnme number p, a positive integer k
and a polynomial /leZpT] are given satisfymg (2 1) (2 2), (2 3), and (2 4) Assume
that the coefficients of h are reduced modulo pk, so
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where / = deg(/i) Let further an integer mg/ be given, and assume that inequahty
(2 14) is satisfied
kl>2mn/2 (2m\ |y(» + »
\ m /
We descnbe an algonthm that decides whether deg(/i0)^m, with h0 äs m (2 5), and
determmes h0 if indeed deg(/i0):gm
Let L be the iattice defined in (2 6), with basis
Applymg algonthm (l 15) we find a reduced basis b^b^ ,bm+l for L If |bj
1/n
 then by (2 13) we have deg(«0)>m, and the algonthm stops If |ί>
χ
|
1/n
 then by (2 13) and (2 16) we have deg(/i0)^m and
h0 = gcd(b1,b2, ,bt)
with i äs m (2 16) This gcd can be calculated by repeated apphcation of the
subresultant algonthm descnbed in [7, Sect 461] This fimshes the description of
algonthm (3 1)
(3 2) Proposition. The number of anlhmeüc opeiations needed by algoi ithm (3 1) is
0(m4klogp), and the integers on which these operations are performed euch have
bmary length 0(mk\ogp)
Proof We apply (l 26) with m+1 m the role of n and with B=l + lp2k Fromlgw
and (2 14) we see that m = 0(klogp), so logl<l^m imphes that logB = 0(k\ogp)
This leads to the estimates m (3 2) It is straightforward to venfy that the gcd
computation at the end satisfies the same estimates This proves (3 2)
(3 3) Next suppose that, in addition to / and n, a prime number p and a
polynomial heTL\X~\ are given such that (2 1), (2 2), (2 3), and (2 4) are satisfied with
k replaced by l Assume that the coefficients of h are reduced modulo p We
descnbe an algonthm that determmes h0, the irreducible factor of / for which
(hmodp) divides (h0modp), cf (25)
Wnte / = deg(n) If l = n then n 0=/, and the algonthm stops Let now l<n We
first calculate the least positive integer k for which (2 14) holds with m replaced by
n
~l /2(n-l"/2
pkl>2<" D«/2 ^ " L
\ n - 1
Next we modify h, without changing (hmodp), m such a way that (2 2) holds for
the value of k just calculated, m addition to (2 1), (2 3), and (2 4) This can be
accomphshed by the use of Hensel's lemma, see [7, Exercise 4 6 2 22, 14, 15, 13]
We may assume lhat the coefficients of h are reduced modulo pk
Let M be the greatest integer for which l^(n—l)/2" We perform algonthm (3 1)
for each of the values m = [(n-l)/2"], [(n-l)/2u : ] , , [(n-l) /2] , n - 1 m
succession, with [x] denoting the greatest integer g x , but we stop äs soon äs for
one of these values of m algonthm (3 1) succeeds in determmirg n0 If this does not
occur for any m m the sequence then deg(n0)>«— l, so h0=f and we stop This
fimshes the description of algonthm (3 3)
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(3 4) Proposition. Denote by m0 = deg(/i0) the degree of the irreducible factor hQ of
f that is found by algonthm (33) Then the number of anthmetic operatwns
needed by algonthm (33) is 0(m0(ns + n 4log|/| + n3logp)), and the integer s on
which these operatwns are performed each have bmary length 0(n3 + n2 log |/|
+ n logp)
Proof From
ρ
* - ι <
ρ
( *
it follows that
k logp = (k - 1) logp + logp = 0(n2 + n log |/| + logp)
Let m1 be the largest value of m for which algonthm (3 1) is performed From the
choice of values for m it follows that mi <2m0, and that every other value for m
that is tned is of the form \mJ2l~\, with ι^ί Therefore we have ^ηι4 = Ο(ηι^)
Usmg (3 2) we conclude that the total number of anthmetic operations needed by
the apphcations of algonthm (3 1) is O(moklogp), which is
O K ( « 2 + «log|/H-logp)),
and that the integers mvolved each have bmary length O^klogp), which is
With some care it can be shown that the same estimates are vahd for a suitable
version of Hensel's lemma But it is simpler, and sufficient for our purpose, to
replace the above estimates by the estimates stated m (3 4), usmg that m0^n, then
a very crude estimate for Hensel's lemma will do The straightforward venfication
is left to the reader This proves (3 4)
(3 5) We now descnbe an algonthm that factors a given primitive polynomial
/eZpf j of degree n>0 irto irreducible factors m Z[X]
The first step is to calculate the resultant R(f, /') of / and its derivative /', usmg
the subresultant algon'hm [7, Sect 461] If jR(/,/') = 0 then / and /' have a
greatest common divisor g m ZpG of positive degree, and g is also calculated by
the subresultant algonthm This case will be discussed at the end of the algonthm
Assume now that R(f,f) φ 0
In the second step we determme the smallest pnme number p not dividing
R(f, /'), and we decompose (fmodp) into irreducible factors m F^pi] by means of
Berlekamp's algonthm [7, Sect 462] Notice that R(f,f) is, up to sign, equal to
the product öf the leading coefficient of / and the discrimmant of / So
R(f,f')^0modp imphes that (fmodp) still has degree n, and that it has no
multiple factors in D^pf] Therefore (24) is vahd for eveiy irreducible factor
(hmodp) of (fmodp) m Fp[X]
In the third step we assume that we know a decomposition f = f1f2 m Z[X]
such that the complete factonzations of fl in Zpf] and (/2 modp) m Fp[X] are
known At the Start we can take fi = f , J2 =f In this Situation we proceed äs
follows If / 2 = ± l then f=+fiis completely factored m Z[X], and the algonthm
stops Suppose now that / 2 has positive degree, and choose an irreducible factor
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(hmodp) of (/2modp) in ffppf] We may assume that the coefficients of h are
reduced modulo p and that h has leadmg coefficient l Then we are m the Situation
descnbed at the start of algonthm (3 3), with / 2 in the role of /, and we use that
algonthm to find the irreducible factor h0 of / 2 m Ζ[Χ] for which (hmodp) divides
(h0 modp) We now replace / t and / 2 by fth0 and f2/h0, respectively, and from the
hst of irreducible factors of (/2 modp) we delete those that divide (h0 modp) After
this we return to the begmmng of the third step
This fimshes the descnption of the algonthm in the case that R(/,/')=f=0
Suppose now that R(f, /') = 0, let g be the gcd of / and / ' m Z[X], and put f0 = f/g
Then /o has no multiple factors m Z[X"], so R(f0, /ο) φΟ, and we can factor /0 usmg
the mam part of the algonthm Since each irreducible factor of g in ZpQ divides f0
we can now complete the factorization of f = f
n
g by a few tnal divisions This
fimshes the descnption of algonthm (3 5)
(36) Theorem. The above algonthm factors any primitive polynomial feTL\X~\ of
positive degree n mto irreducible factors m Ζ[Χ] The number of anthmetic
operations needed by the algonthm is 0(n6 + n5 log|/|), and the mtegers on which
these operations are performed each have binary length 0(n3 + «2log|/|) Here \f\ is
äs defined in the introduction
Usmg the classical algonthms lor the anthmetic operations we now arnve at
the bound 0(n12 + «9(log|/|)3) for the number of bit operations that was announ-
ced m the introduction This can be reduced to 0(ng + !! + n7 + e(log\f\)2+e), for every
ε > 0, if we employ fast multiphcation techmques
Proof of (3 6) The correctness of the algonthm is clear from its descnption To
prove the estimates we first assume that R(f, /') φ 0 We begm by derivmg an upper
bound for p Smce p is the least pnme not dividmg R(f, /') we have
(37) Π
q < p, gprime
It is not difficult to prove that there is a positive constant A such that
(38) Π
q < p qprime
for all p>2, see [6, Sect 22 2] , by [12] we can take 4 = 0 84 for p> 101 From
Hadamard's inequality (l 10) we easily obtam
Combining this with (3 7) and (3 8) we conclude that
(39) p<(nlogn + (2n-l)log|/|)A4
or p = 2 Therefore the terms mvolvmg logp in proposition (3 4) are absorbed by
the other terms
The call of algonthm (33) m the third step requires 0(m0 (n5 + n4log|/2|))
anthmetic operations, by (3 4), where m0 is the degree of the factor h0 that is found
Since /2 divides /, Mignotte's theorem [10 , cf 7, Exercise 4 6 2 20] that was used in
the proof of (2 13) imphes that log|/2 | = 0(n + log|/|) Further the sum £ m 0 of the
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degrees of the irreducible factors of / is clearly equal to n. We conclude that the
total number of arithmetic operations needed by the applications of (3.3) is 0(n6
+ n5 log l/l). By (3.4), the integers involved in (3.3) each have binary length 0(n3
+ n2 log l/l).
We must now show that the other parts of the algorithm satisfy the same
estimates. For the subresultant algorithm in the first step and the remainder of the
third step this is entirely straightforward and left to the reader. We consider the
second step.
Write P for the right band side of (3.9). Then p can be found with 0(P)
arithmetic operations on integers of binary length 0(P); here one can apply [11]
to generate a table of prime numbers < P, or alternatively use a table of squarefree
numbers, which is easier to generate. From p < P it also follows that Berlekamp's
algorithm satisfies the estimates stated in the theorem, see [7, Sect. 4.6.2].
Finally, lel R(f, / ' ) = 0, and / 0 = //gcd(/, / ' ) äs in the algorithm. Since / 0 divides
/ Mignotte's theorem again implies that log|/0| = O(w + log|/|). The theorem now
follows easily by applying the preceding case to /„.
This finishes the proof of (3.6).
(3.10) For the algorithms described in this section the precise choice of the basis
reduction algorithm is irrelevant, äs long äs it satisfies the estimates of proposition
(1.26). A few simplifications are possible if the algorithm explained in Sect. l is
used. Specifically, the gcd computation at the end of algorithm (3.1) can be
avoided. To see this, assume that m0 = deg(/T0) is indeed r^m. We claim that h0
occurs äs bi in the course of the basis reduction algorithm. Namely, by (1.37) it will
happen at a certain moment that b1,b2, ...,bmo+1 form a reduced basis for the
lattice of rankm0 + l spanned by {pkXl:Q^i<l}u{hX]:Q^j^m0~l}. At that
moment, we have h0 = b1,by (2.13) and (2.16), applied with m0 in the role of m. A
similar argument shows that in algorithm (3.3) one can simply try the values m = l,
1+1,..., w—i in succession, until h0is found.
Acknowledgemenls are due to J J M Cuppen for pernussion to include bis improvement of our basis
reduction algorithm in Sect l
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